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In directing panelists to distinguish between what governments “can” and “will” do, this
session’s title frames economic policymaking as a balancing act. Principled efforts to define and
pursue the public interest are contested and repeatedly knocked off course by conflicting
personal, bureaucratic, and political concerns that impinge on government decisionmakers.
Nevertheless, in modeling processes of insolvency detection and resolution, economists
have been reluctant to isolate the returns that large financial institutions make on their
investments in building and exercising political clout. Mainstream models of safety-net
management are just beginning to acknowledge that, even in good times, politically powerful
financial firms shape their lobbying activity, product lines, accounting systems, and
organizational forms to collect subsidies to leveraged risk-taking from national safety nets
(Kane, 2009; Acharya, Schnabl, and Suarez, 2010; Eberlein and Madan, 2010).
Leveraged risk-taking intensifies financial bubbles and increases the costs to taxpayers of
repairing the damage that a bursting bubble entails. To minimize the extent and frequency of
future bubbles and crises, reformers must understand that safety-net subsidies trace to the
political clout, managerial opportunism, and organizational flexibility that aggressive firms
exercise and not to a firm’s size or complexity per se. Rulemaking that adjusts accounting
standards or sets caps on size and complexity without introducing controls on clout,
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opportunism, or structural flexibility strongly incentivizes efforts to deconstruct and circumvent
the changes introduced.
This paper argues that, microeconomically and macroeconomically, the capitalized value
of the safety-net subsidies that financial firms capture represents a cogent way to measure what
authorities mean by ‘systemic risk” and that regulation-induced innovation is the vehicle through
which subsidies to systemic risk-taking are conveyed. This hypothesis implies that proposals for
financial reform need to be judged by two criteria: (1) how much they promise to discourage
financial institutions from abusing safety-net support and (2) how much they promise to improve
the ways in which authorities measure, monitor, and restrain the flow of ex ante and ex post
subsidies to institutional risk-taking.
Both within and across countries, financial systems can be made more stable by making
market signals more informative. This can be done by reconfiguring the way that financial
institution managers report to their regulators and the way that regulators conceive of their
responsibilities to taxpayers. Reformers would do well to refocus their efforts on incentives. In
government arenas, this means rewriting regulatory officials’ oaths of office; changing the ways
top officials are recruited, trained and compensated; and reworking the ways they measure and
report regulatory performance. For the private sector, this means changing the character of the
debt and equity securities that important financial institutions have to issue and requiring such
firms to estimate and report the putative value of the safety-net benefits they receive and to file,
negotiate, and update regularly a windup plan with their principal regulators.

I.

When Do Risks Become Systemic?
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In medicine, comprehensive and verifiable definitions of disease lead to accurate
diagnoses and effective patterns of treatment. Official definitions of systemic risk are neither
comprehensive nor verifiable. These definitions turn on a subjectively perceived potential for
substantial “spillovers” of institutional defaults across the financial sector and from this sector to
the real economy. This potential is traced either to individual firms’ overexposure to common
risk factors (underdiversification) or to a nexus of derivative contracts that result in an
unobservable web of debt that highly leveraged institutions owe to one another (contagion).

It is important to recognize that, in modern crises, with the notable exception of the
Lehman bankruptcy, substantial spillovers of actual defaults have remained largely hypothetical.
This is because in country after country monetary and fiscal authorities instinctively choose to
intervene in the default process by supporting the credit of “systemically important” institutions
that allow themselves to become economically insolvent. Such institutions are called “zombies”
because the black magic of subsidized government loans and guarantees prevents their creditors
from pulling the plug on their dangerous and unnaturally animated corporate corpse (Kane,
1989).

The existence of this verifiable additional symptom suggests that an authentic definition
of systemic risk ought to focus on a firm’s or sector’s ability to command or extract implicit and
explicit life support from national safety nets. Eberlein and Madan (2010) portray zombies as
being allowed to exercise what they term a “taxpayer put.” Highlighting this symptom links
systemic risk not only to a condition of widespread financial weakness, but also to unhealthy
forms of competition for regulatory clients (i.e., turf) and to other factors that make a firm or
collection of firms politically or administratively “difficult to fail and unwind” (DFU).
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Diagnosing these links makes it clear that, to be truly reliable, programs for reforming the
regulation and supervision of DFU firms cannot ignore political and administrative issues.
Systemic taxpayer loss exposures come not just from aggressive risk-taking by DFU firms, but
from defects in micro and macro prudential supervision of the leverage and other risk exposures
these firms take on. This layering of blame makes it clear that meaningful reform must identify
and remedy the incentive conflicts that tempted authorities to ignore the buildup of systemic risk
during the securitization bubble and then led them to rush to aid zombie firms when the bubble
burst without going on to confront and resolve the zombies’ growing economic insolvency in a
definitive way.

II.

Adverse Consequences of Misdiagnosing the Policy Problem

Both in medicine and in crisis management, misdiagnosis leads to ineffective treatment
and deepening infirmity. Credit spreads faced by short-funded financial institutions surged in
August 2007 and stayed high for months afterward. This surge lowered the value of these firms’
risky assets and thereby reduced their capacity to replace their maturing debts. For months,
Federal Reserve officials refused to concede that higher credit spreads had pushed asset and
collateral values down to levels that raised legitimate doubts about short-funded borrowers’
solvency and that these doubts underlay the collateral calls stressed by Gorton that made it
difficult for highly levered firms to roll over asset-backed debt. Without acknowledging the
subsidy entailed in lending to insolvent institutions or how such lending turned monetary policy
into tax-transfer policy, Federal Reserve officials repeatedly misframed the funding difficulties
that DFU firms were experiencing as evidence of a shortfall in aggregate liquidity. Financing the
deepening insolvency of zombie firms such as Bear Stearns, Lehman, and AIG allowed their
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managers not only to pay themselves undeserved bonuses, but to gamble improvidently for
resurrection at taxpayer and creditor expense.

Despite being challenged by the persistence of funding difficulties and especially by the
costs of the Bear Stearns rescue in March 2008, remnants of the liquidity-shortage hypothesis
survived until mid-September 2008. Back-to-back policy decisions at that time first consoled
investors by effectively nationalizing Fannie and Freddie, then surprised everyone by forcing
creditors of Lehman to accept haircuts dictated by the bankruptcy process, and days later turned
around and surprised them again by refusing to haircut the creditors and swap counterparties of
the far more deeply insolvent AIG. The failure to offer a convincing rationale for shifting to and
fro between contradictory insolvency-resolution strategies combined with volatility in the value
of DFU firms’ taxpayer puts to raise doubts about the diligence, integrity, and competence of
Fed and Treasury officials. Consumer and investor concerns about regulatory diligence and
competence were reinforced by a series of doomsday pronouncements about the size extent of
industry weakness that deepened the recession by frightening the populace into cutting back their
spending (Kane, 2009a).

The policy of explicitly supporting the creditors and counterparties of AIG and other
zombie firms represented a new and seemingly desperate treatment plan. Its antiegalitarian
effects on the distribution of income (which accorded top priority to bankers and other
derivatives counterparties) were as obvious as they were hard to defend. Public justifications
have mutated over time, but all have relied on the untestable (and insufficiently supported) claim
that extravagant support of financial sector was a price that society had to pay to avoid another
Great Depression.
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III.

Alternative Definitions of Systemic Risk Lead to Different Strategies of Regulatory
Reform

Blame avoidance plays an unspoken role in any policy debate. Blame avoidance helps to
explain why official definitions of systemic risk lead naturally to the hypothesis that systemic
risk is caused by defective risk management at “systemically important firms” (SIFIs). Using our
definition of systemic risk, SIFIs are private firms that have made themselves difficult to fail and
unwind. In failing to address the process by which a firm attains and solidifies DFU status, the
official diagnosis of safety-net weakness is superficial and leads to the incomplete treatment plan
of trying to identify DFU firms by size and/or business plan and demanding that such firms
monitor and support their risk exposures more effectively.

In the US and Europe, the components of this incomplete plan are evolving along four
principal dimensions:

1. Designing tougher and more comprehensive capital requirements for bank and
nonbank financial firms (e.g., by measuring risk exposures in ever more granular
ways);
2. Restricting the level and composition of executive compensation at financial firms
(e.g., by limiting bonuses and incentive-based compensation at SIFIs);
3. Enhancing the powers that government regulators may exercise (e.g., with respect to
taking over or liquidating a failing institution and intervening in how and where
derivatives may trade);
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4. Extending the boundaries of government regulation (e.g., to encompass hedge funds
and credit-rating firms).

A financial crisis occurs when a sufficient amount of bad luck hits a system whose
managers have made their firms vulnerable to this amount and type of bad luck. Our broader
definition of systemic risk recognizes that regulatory enterprises are vulnerable SIFIs, too. Their
managers determine how much of the deep downside of the risk exposures that DFU institutions
pursue are transferred to taxpayers. Including regulators in the risk-generation process requires
us to think about how political, bureaucratic, and administrative concerns are likely to influence
the way in which new controls would be deployed under various circumstances.

The buildup of systemic risk in structured securitizations was generated by short-cutting
and outsourcing due diligence in both the private and government sectors. Until the securitization
bubble burst in 2008, authorities failed to isolate and respond to the safety-net consequences of
the risk transfers that were taking place along the chain of originating, valuing, selling, pooling,
risk-rating, and insuring loans so that their risky cash flows could be engineered into highly rated
tradable securities. The durability of this neglect should warn us that, to reduce the depth and
frequency of future crises, it is not enough to improve the mechanics of risk control. A parallel
effort must be made to reframe the incentives of the system’s operators. They must be
encouraged to treat the interests of ordinary citizens less callously than they have in recent years.

Forward-looking policymakers must expect managers of financial firms to continue to
mask leverage, credit, and interest-rate risk and to stall and subvert sensible reforms in order to
protect their capacity to extract safety-net subsidies. To lessen their capacity to do this, officials
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and private managers must be tasked with estimating and controlling the effects that safety-net
subsidies have on the stock price, credit spreads, and credit default swaps of the firms they
oversee. The next two sections of the paper identify a few ways in which this might be done.

IV.

Why Incentive Defects Persist

Blame accrues to people who do “bad” (i.e., immoral, negligent, or incompetent) things.
This means that assigning blame for government and market failures that led to the securitization
crisis is both an economic and an ethical problem. Ethics seep into our definition of systemic risk
to the extent that industry and government officials knowingly tolerate defective institutional
arrangements1 or fail to fulfill fiduciary duties that in principle they owe to one or more
participants in the securitization process.

To be complete, reform strategies must address features of top officials’ employment
contract that encourage weakness in insolvency detection and dispose them to subsidize the
financial sector massively in times of crisis. One of these features concerns officials’ exposure to
scapegoating and how this renders more tentative the hold that top regulators have on their
office. Limited terms and relatively low salaries encourage top regulators to use their
government service to nurture post-government career opportunities in the very industries they
regulate. It is hard for an agency’s leadership to balance: (1)the certain and immediate damage to
their reputations that industry criticism is bound to visit on them if and when they resist strong
lobbying pressure against (2)the less certain damage their reputations might or might not suffer

1

I have in mind the push to adopt Basel II in the face of defects such as those uncovered by Kupiec (2009).
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from public-interested censure later. In most crises, it is not until long after an official has left
office that careful investigations by Inspector Generals or other watchdogs can develop
irrefutable and convincing evidence about the inappropriateness of safety-net policies. In any
case, once insolvencies become deep and widespread, authorities are tempted to gamble that
cycle-driven improvements in industry conditions will make insolvent institutions whole again
(Kane, 1989).

A second problem is generated by the existence of multiple principals and differences in
the ability of different principals to defend their interests. Principals differ: in their understanding
of the duties officials owe them, in their ex ante ability to influence official decisions in their
favor, in their ability to appreciate the consequences of these decisions, and in their ex post
ability to offer rewards for favorable and unfavorable decisions. The result is that de facto
accountability to informed and politically powerful sectors routinely trumps the abstract duties
that top regulators owe to society as a whole.

Changes in compensation structure, performance measurement, and reporting
responsibilities can be designed to lessen these incentive conflicts (Kane, 2010). But the current
generation of politicians and other persons in authority is unlikely to benefit from pushing for
such changes. As in a long-running poker game in which one player (here, the taxpayer) is a
perennial and relatively clueless loser, other players see little reason to disturb the equilibrium.

V.

2

Steps that Government and Industry Could Take Toward Genuine Reform2

This section draws heavily on Kane(2010).
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The essential problem of financial reform is how to incentivize safety-net managers and
managers of protected institutions to serve more conscientiously the interests of the average
taxpayer. To make this possible, financial firms and their supervisors must agree to work
together to design and implement an information system that can measure the flow of safety-net
costs and benefits and a control system that can restrain the process of subsidy generation within
and across major countries.

Joint Private-Sector and Governmental Reforms

DFU institutions could simplify the task of safety-net management by making taxpayer
stakes in these firms both more transparent and administratively easier to protect in times of
duress.

One way to do this is to agree to separate the function of diagnosing systemic risk from
that of treating it. Because the emergence of widespread insolvency inevitably embarrasses an
agency’s leaders, supervisory agencies have repeatedly succumbed to the temptation to
understate or cover up surges in insolvency when they first occur. Insolvency detection can be
improved by developing explicit metrics for measuring the value of safety-net support at
individual institutions and requiring safety-net beneficiaries to use these metrics to estimate the
value of their safety-net support and to report their estimates at regular intervals to their principal
supervisor. After they have been vetted for accuracy, the estimates must be aggregated across
firms and across supervisory agencies. To minimize incentive conflict in processing this
information, the task of aggregating and publicizing the estimates should be assigned to a new
federal entity (Levine, 2009; Lo, 2009) or to a special division of the General Accountability
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office specifically charged with measuring and monitoring safety-net costs and benefits. The idea
is to separate accountability for mismonitoring safety-net subsidies from accountability for
underpolicing them.

Although still at an early stage, researchers have developed several promising metrics
that a Safety-Net Accountability Office (SAF) could use to assess the value of safety-net support.
Carbo, Kane, and Rodriguez (2009) estimate the value of safety-net support from data on a
banking organization’s stock price. Baker and McArthur (2009) extract estimates from a firm’s
credit spread. Hart and Zingales (2009) focus on the price of credit default swaps. Huang, Zhou,
and Zhu (2009) use stock price, credit spreads, and credit default swap data simultaneously. If
the analytical resources of the world’s central banks and largest institutions can be incentivized
to attack this estimation problem on a massive scale, over time the point estimates emerging
from different methods should converge. The SAF should also recognize that the confidence
intervals that careful statisticians need to place around the point estimates are apt to be expanded
by regulation-induced innovation and to increase in times of financial turmoil.

To make insolvency resolution easier to initiate, supervisors and DFU firms must be
made to plan and rehearse for crisis. Richard Herring was the first to propose that managers be
required to prepare and file with their principal regulator a standby reorganization plan with
which to handle their firm’s demise and be obliged to test, update, and refile this plan on a
regular basis. This proposal is explored and developed in Herring (2010) and Avgouleas,
Goodhart, and Schoenmaker (2010).
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The existence of an up-to-date corporate “living will” promises to make the threat of
putting an insolvent institution into receivership or conservatorship more credible because it
would lower the costs of executing the threat. Unlike the chaotic haggling observed in addressing
the insolvencies of Lehman Brothers and AIG in September 2008 (Ferguson and Johnson, 2009),
having a benchmark winding-up scheme in place would make it much easier for authorities to
dilute the claims of zombie stockholders and to negotiate haircuts with uninsured creditors.

Another way of making insolvencies easier to handle would be to re-establish extended
liability for some or all classes of financial-institution stock. An important source of systemic
risk is the limited liability that stockholders enjoy. Practically speaking, the less capital
stockholders provide, the more safety-net support flows to them and their counterparties.
Extended liability means that a supervisor’s decision to liquidate an insolvent commercial or
investment bank carries with it a right to collect specified amounts of additional funds from the
personal or corporate assets of assessable stockholders. Holders of extended-liability stock (i.e.,
“assessable shares”) in a liquidating firm accept the obligation to absorb to a specified degree the
first layer of corporate losses that exceeds the value of the capital explicitly accumulated at the
corporate level. Several now-industrialized countries (including the United Kingdom, the U.S.
and Canada) imposed extended liability on bank shares when their safety nets and private
contacting environments were less well-developed.

Extending stockholder liability would increase transparency, strengthen private market
discipline, and improve regulatory accountability at the same time. It would do this by
transforming movements in the stock price of publicly traded institutions into a clearer signal of
strength or weakness.
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To control compensation that risk managers might earn from promoting aggressive risktaking, at any firm for which the value of estimated safety-net subsidies appears substantial,
bonuses and incentive compensation could be paid exclusively in slow-to-vest assessable stock.
Financial markets would imbed the value of the shareholder’s contingent obligation into the
price of each DFU firm’s assessable shares. Like safety-net subsidies, the value of the
contingency would be negligible for any institution that was adequately supporting its risk with
paid-in corporate capital. However, safety-net managers’ contingent claim on stockholder
resources would become increasingly valuable whenever a firm began to take poorly supported
risks or to slide into financial distress. By increasing the sensitivity of stock prices to changes in
earning power and earnings volatility, assessable shares would reveal stockholder doubt about
the viability of troubled institutions in advance of their final slide into zombie status.

Trading in extended-liability stock would improve the quality of counterparty and
regulatory supervision because it would encourage insiders to identify institutions that deserve
supervisory attention before stockholder-contributed capital at these institutions can evaporate.
Contingent private capital resembles government safety-net support in that it is drawn onto an
institution’s balance sheet when and as its level of distress grows. Mark Flannery’s proposal for
contingent capital certificates (2009) works in a similar way and would work even better for
firms that had assessable shares outstanding. This is because market-based, downward price
movements in assessable shares promise to act as a more reliable trigger for forcing debt-toequity conversions than accounting measures of a firm’s net worth.

Strictly Governmental Reforms
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In government supervision, incentive conflict is rooted in three circumstances. First, no
one is charged with measuring and monitoring safety-net subsides per se. Second, top
government officials have horizons much shorter than the taxpayers they formally serve. Third,
taxpayers are not an official’s only principal and ordinary citizens are poorly positioned to
defend their stake in financial regulation.

Under the assumption that private institutions prepare a regulator-certified unwinding
plan and estimate the value of the safety-net support they enjoy, it becomes easy to define the
missions of micro- and macro-prudential regulators sharply and independently of the particular
bureaucratic structure of regulation a country might establish. The first task would be for
agencies to test and verify the estimates of the value of safety-net support that would be supplied
to them by institutions under their purview. To do this, they would use robust modeling
techniques of solvency assessment and on-site and electronic methods of data collection. They
would also be expected to communicate to the Safety-Net Accountability Office the estimates of
safety-net subsidies that they and individual institutions they supervise produce. Each microprudential regulator would also prepare consolidated estimates of the aggregate value of safetynet benefits at the firms they supervise and report their methods of aggregation and estimates to
the SAF for further analysis.

A second task would be to establish, publicize, and rehearse periodically a prepackaged
bankruptcy-like scheme for allocating losses incurred in insolvency and crisis management.
Authorities would be free to deviate from their benchmark plan during an actual crisis, but they
would be obliged to explain why they are doing so.
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A desirable third task would be to discourage elected officials from trying to win special
treatment for firms that contribute money to their campaigns. One way to do this would be to
oblige regulatory personnel and elected officials to report to the SAF promptly, fully, and
separately on interactions with elected officials that occur outside the public eye.

These three reforms would make the jobs and recruitment of top regulators more difficult.
For this reason, the US and other countries would be well advised to establish the equivalent of
an international West Point for financial regulators and welcome cadets from anywhere in the
world. Reinforced by appropriate changes in regulators’ oaths of office, such an academy would
raise the prestige of this form of public service and instill a stronger and broader sense of
communal duty in safety-net managers than the current generation of officials has shown during
the current crisis. In view of the damage crises can cause, it is unfortunate that regulators are not
trained and incentivized as carefully as military, police, firefighting, and nuclear-safety
personnel.

In principle, supervisors should be recruited from a population of individuals who are
willing to embrace explicitly the fiduciary duties their agency owes to society and be prepared to
perform these duties selflessly and conscientiously. Ideally, oaths of office could be reworked to
include five duties that conscientious supervisors ought to agree that they owe to the community
that employs them:

1. A duty of vision: Supervisors should continually adapt their surveillance systems to
discover and neutralize innovative regulatee efforts to disguise their rule breaking;
2. A duty of prompt corrective action: Supervisors should stand ready to propose new
rules and to discipline regulatees whenever a problem is observed;
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3. A duty of efficient operation: Supervisors should strive to produce their insurance,
loss-detection, and loss-resolution services at minimum cost;
4. A duty of conscientious representation: Supervisors should be prepared to put the
interests of the community they serve ahead of their own;
5. A duty of accountability: Implicit in the first four duties is an obligation for safety-net
managers embrace political accountability by bonding themselves to disclose enough
information about their decision making to render themselves answerable for
mishandling their responsibilities.

Legislatures around the world could extend loss-control responsibilities beyond national
borders by establishing schemes in which private and governmental monitoring organizations
would be able to hold one another financially responsible for the quality of their supervisory
work. In the US, Congress has proposed imposing product liability on credit-rating organizations
and requiring safety-net managers to move trading in over-the-counter derivatives and other
securities to clearinghouses or exchanges when and as their volume becomes large enough to
pose material safety-net consequences. This duty affects other countries and would be
strengthened if national deposit insurers were made to reinsure in private markets the coverages
they provide to market makers in derivative instruments. This could be done either by writing
credit default swaps or by transacting directly in reinsurance markets.

To offset their enhanced accountability, it would be appropriate to raise the salaries of top
officials. However, to lengthen the horizons of safety-net managers, the raise should be framed
as deferred compensation that would have to be forfeited if a crisis occurred within three or five
years of their leaving office. While the incremental loss of income might seem trivial, the impact
on a regulator’s ability to resist lobbying pressure could be considerable. If payouts were tied to
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measures of safety-net subsidies, deferred compensation would have the further benefit of
making incoming appointees more cognizant of unresolved problems that his or her predecessor
might be leaving behind.

VI.

Summary Implications

In good times, systemic risk and safety-net subsidies are easy to overlook. Systemic risk
is rooted in the economic and political difficulties of monitoring and controlling the production
and distribution of safety-net subsidies. Regulation-induced innovation by financial firms is
designed to outstrip the monitoring technology and to circumvent the tools and administrative
focus that supervisory personnel use in controlling institutional risk-taking.

To reduce the threat of future crises, the pressing task is not to rework bureaucratic
patterns of financial regulation, but to repair defects in the information flow and incentive
structure under which private and government supervisors manage the safety net.

Without appropriate reforms in incentives, redesigning capital requirements, introducing
a few new regulatory instruments, and relocating bureaucratic responsibilities for particular
components of national safety nets will change the form, but not the substance of safety-net
arbitrage. To build a robust and reliable system of financial regulation, financial-institution
managers and national regulators must accept responsibility for estimating and controlling in a
timely and accountable manner the safety-net consequences of transformative financial contracts
and institutional structures.
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